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Introduction 

Mission 

The 2011 Academic Plan, Reach Carolina, reflects the vision and principles of the UNC mission 

statement approved by the University of North Carolina Board of Governors in November, 2009.   

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the nation’s first public university, 
serves North Carolina, the United States and the world through teaching, research and 
public service. We embrace an unwavering commitment to excellence as one of the 

world’s great research universities.  

Our mission is to serve as a center for research, scholarship and creativity and to teach a 
diverse community of undergraduate, graduate and professional students to become the 

next generation of leaders. Through the efforts of our exceptional faculty and staff, and 
with generous support from North Carolina’s citizens, we invest our knowledge and 

resources to enhance access to learning and to foster the success and prosperity of each 
rising generation. We also extend knowledge-based services and other resources of the 
University to the citizens of North Carolina and their institutions to enhance the quality of 

life for all people in the State.  

With lux, libertas — light and liberty — as its founding principles, the University has 
charted a bold course of leading change to improve society and to help solve the world’s 

greatest problems. 

The Academic Plan 2011: Reach Carolina conveys our vision for the next decade.  To reach 
means to arrive or achieve, to make contact, to try to grasp, touch or hold something. We call on 
Carolina to reach, that is, to extend our aims and vision beyond our present grasp, to reach the 

future greatness that beckons us.  We seek to reach more students and citizens, and to be a 
destination of choice for students, faculty, and employees. We must look beyond the University’s 

current needs and challenges to remain true to our two-century-old tradition: to make Carolina a 
model public institution, where teaching, research, and service inform and inspire our students, 
faculty, the citizens of North Carolina and the United States, and the global community. If we are 

to fulfill our founding principles – ―light and liberty‖ – our reach, to paraphrase the poet Robert 
Browning, must always exceed our grasp. In other words, we must not lapse into self-satisfaction 

with what we are or where we have been. Instead, to remain fully engaged with and responsive 
to the world around us, we must reach farther and deeper into our collective imagination to set 
the goals that will realize our ever-evolving mission.   

With the Board of Governors, we call on the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to chart 

a bold course that will catalyze positive change beyond the limits of our own expectations or 
external constraints.  We predicate this plan on our conviction that Carolina’s tradition is to lead 
by example, to model on our own campus the values and the vision that will enable us to instruct 

and inspire ―the next generation of leaders‖ among our students through exemplary ―research, 
scholarship, and creativity.‖  
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Challenges and Opportunities 

The need for an aspirational plan for the University’s academic future has never been more 
pressing.  We face three historically unprecedented challenges that magnify each other: declining 

public resources; enrollment growth; and, the evolving corporate presence in the academy.   The 
Plan reflects the weight of these combined realities and their impact on all of us, on and off 
campus. 

The global and local recessions demand that the Carolina community bring the full measure of 
its talents and energy to address the monumental fiscal challenges we face.  We have thus far 

weathered three consecutive years of substantial cuts in state support for this university. 
Positions have been eliminated, hiring suspended, salaries frozen, and entire units eliminated in 

an effort to shield the core teaching functions and research commitments of the University. 
Further budget cuts will steadily erode the resources necessary to fulfill our core mission. 
Recognizing that many of our elected leaders have made sincere efforts to protect the state’s 

investment in UNC, we understand that for the foreseeable future we will continue to share with 
the people of North Carolina the burden of reduced expectations for state support, along with 

increasing expectations for service to our students and the state.   

Carolina’s efforts to become more self-supporting continue unabated. Alumni and donors, 

despite the impact of the recession on their own portfolios, responded to the University’s 
development and fund-raising efforts in 2009 with over $292 million in gifts and commitments. 

Through the creativity and innovative spirit of our intellectually enterprising faculty, the 
University of North Carolina was awarded $803,000,000 in contracts and grants in 2009, an 
unprecedented achievement representing an annual increase of 12.2% in external grant support 

for Carolina and marking the 14th consecutive year of positive growth external research funding.  
The intellectual curiosity and competitive spirit that result in this success benefit not only the 

University but the people of North Carolina. Externally funded research has a direct impact, 
through the infusion of dollars into the state economy, and indirect value, through the positive 
effect of faculty research on the quality of life for people in this state, the nation, and the world.  

This Academic Plan aims to reinforce and encourage research, scholarship, and creativity 
throughout the University community so that we may reach even higher levels of recognition and 

success.    

As our state and the University seek the resources necessary to fulfill our mission, we face 

another ongoing and mounting challenge: the steady growth of increasingly well-qualified 
student applicants to Carolina.  Carolina welcomes the opportunity to educate these students who, 
whether from North Carolina’s urban centers or rural counties or from beyond our borders, bring 

to Chapel Hill extraordinary preparation and promise. In order for these students to reach for 
their dreams in Chapel Hill, we rely on and are grateful to the state of North Carolina for the 

appropriation of resources that enable us to hire more faculty to address this accelerating need.  

Unprecedented growth in enrollments has placed considerable strain on Carolina’s ability to 

offer current and future undergraduate students the kind of educational experience that alumni 
have always treasured and that has led to the University’s widespread reputation as a public ivy.  

Soon our total student body, currently 29,390, will cross the 30,000-student threshold, an 
increase of 20% over the past decade, on the way to a goal of 33,000, which by some projections 
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Carolina should reach as early as 2017.  The pressure that enrollment growth places on the 
University’s infrastructure is already a matter of serious concern, prompting careful investigation 

of our classroom and laboratory capacities and use patterns, our available office space, and the 
ways our academic staff are deployed to provide needed services to our students. Absent the 

resources required to maintain excellence in teaching, learning, and research within a steadily 
growing faculty and student body, many important recommendations of the Academic Plan will 
be compromised or rendered largely unfeasible.  

The University must not underestimate the potential negative impact of enrollment growth on the 

faculty-student relationship at Carolina. We are already falling behind our peers in offering the 
optimal balance of small, medium, and large size classes.  Because the number of large lecture 
classes that students are obliged to take appears likely to grow, we must re-think what we do in 

and with large classes and re-engineer them to make them more stimulating pedagogically and 
intellectually.  With growing numbers of students in larger classes, Carolina must re-double its 

dedication to providing small-class experiences, particularly in first-year and Honors courses, 
that have been the hallmark of ―the Carolina way‖ in public education for many years.  The 
recommendations of the Academic Plan are intended less to provide a full-scale program of 

change than to stimulate through specific recommendations a spirit of inquiry, dialogue, 
collaboration, and innovation at every level of pedagogy across the campus.  

A final challenge that Carolina faces in the early twenty-first century stems from the University’s 
evolving relationships with corporate entities and the private sector. To some, these relationships 

represent opportunities to form productive partnerships that have funded much-needed classroom 
buildings and research facilities, endowments that reward faculty teaching and research, and 
investments in the University’s most precious resources, the creativity of its faculty.  To others, 

the same kinds of relationships challenge the University’s autonomy by inviting external 
measures and values to play an undue role in deciding what we should teach, what research is 

most rewarded, and what the purpose of a Carolina education should be.  An increasing 
proportion of our faculty relies either solely or to a considerable extent for their salaries on non-
state funding.  As a result, time for students and teaching competes with acquiring research 

funding and conducting research. When salaries derive from corporate and other external sources, 
the commitment to the needs of the University—students, colleagues, the University 

community—can be compromised. 

This Academic Plan takes no position on the question of the ―corporatization‖ of American 

higher education in Chapel Hill or elsewhere.  We understand that private giving from 
individuals, foundations, and corporations has been and will be crucial to Carolina’s ability to 

attract and retain outstanding faculty and students as well as to pursue other needed initiatives 
that reinforce traditional disciplines on our campus.  To realize the future we envision in this 
plan, we recognize that financial support from a mixture of sources is essential, as is the 

centrality of intellectual freedom and scholarly endeavors that are valued and supported on the 
basis of their inherent quality.  

At this critical juncture, the University must recognize creativity – Carolina’s formidable engine 
for continuing discovery and productive change – first and foremost on the basis of originality, 

elegance, and contribution to the state of knowledge and the state of the art in a discipline, area 
of research, or analogous field of inquiry and endeavor. It is our position that nothing should 
inhibit Carolina faculty and students who wish to apply their creativity to real-world problems. 
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This plan suggests ways the University can encourage and reward teaching and research that is 
transformative for students and rewarding for faculty who engage in work that benefits the state, 

nation, and world.  Through Reach Carolina we seek to prime the wellspring of all such work, 
the creativity of our entire community, so that the liberty of faculty and students to pursue the 

light of discovery will continue to lead Carolina to the forefront of public higher education.       
 

2003 Academic Plan 

 
Chancellor Michael Hooker challenged the faculty in 1996 to engage in an intensive and 
extensive study of the intellectual climate at Carolina.  That undertaking focused the thinking of 

the campus on our priorities and directions for future development.  Taking that process as a 
starting point, in 2003 UNC published its first academic plan, a blueprint for progress on a wide 

range of fronts, from augmenting the academic experience of our students to extending 
Carolina’s global presence.  Drawing concrete recommendations from an imaginative, holistic 
vision of what this University can and should be, the 2003 plan spawned innovations that have 

dramatically improved the quality of academic life and work on our campus.  The 2003 plan also 
energized our thinking about what it means to be a leading public research university that 

embraces an increasingly national and global profile as well as local commitments and 
responsibilities.  The 2003 plan spurred faculty, students, and staff to pursue and accomplish 
many innovations, including: 

 a renovated General College curriculum;   

 expanding Honors and First-Year Seminars programs in the College of Arts and 

Sciences;  

 a Carolina Covenant guaranteeing admission to UNC for undergraduates of limited 

financial resources;  

 a Center for Faculty Excellence that enables advances in teaching, research, and 

leadership; and  

 programs that enlist Faculty Engaged Scholars and undergraduate Public Service 

Scholars in projects that contribute to the common good.   
 
Reach Carolina, UNC’s 2011 Academic Plan, is consciously constructed on the foundations laid 

by the 2003 plan.  The priorities that we identified in 2003 have neither changed substantially 
nor been supplanted by recent trends.  In 2011 we proceed from the conviction that Carolina’s 

future depends on maintaining a thoughtful focus on the priorities and goals that our faculty, 
students, and staff articulated in 2003, while reaching beyond those aspirations.  Reach Carolina 
calls on our entire community to re-dedicate ourselves to our core traditions, principles, and 

priorities and to seek the most creative, humane, sustainable, and honorable ways to achieve 
success and provide inspiration for the next Plan.   

 
Overview of the 2011 Academic Plan 

 

The six priorities that constitute the essence of Reach Carolina cohere around what has always 
been at the heart of the University:  the quality of the educational experience that Carolina offers 

every undergraduate, graduate, and professional student.  A commitment to the most exciting, 
imaginative, and rigorous learning experience for every UNC student underlies this academic 
plan. At its best, a Carolina education has a transformational effect on the students who graduate 
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from UNC. Aiming for nothing less than the best for our students, our recommendations call for 
Carolina’s commitment to a transformational academic experience wherever ideas and inquiry 

meet – in the classroom, the lab, the studio, or faculty offices – on our campus.  
 

Carolina’s faculty are the keys to the ideal educational experience we seek for every UNC 
student.  A faculty that embodies Carolina’s historic commitment to learning, research, and 
service is essential to reaching, engaging, and inspiring the minds of our students.  To sustain 

this crucial relationship between faculty and student, Reach Carolina urges the University take 
the steps necessary to ensure that our faculty, as well as our students, have every opportunity to 

reach their full potential as teachers, scholars, artists, researchers, and leaders.  
 
Respect for the value of the many academic disciplines taught at UNC undergirds Carolina’s 

traditional undergraduate liberal arts curriculum, offering multiple pathways for discovery for 
our students.  As an institution UNC needs to do more to promote the creative integration of the 

disciplines in the classroom and the laboratory across departments and schools.  Reach Carolina 
calls for renewed efforts to dispose of barriers that inhibit collaboration and innovation among 
our faculty and students.  Recognizing the power of institutional inertia, we believe that cross- 

and interdisciplinary cooperation and discovery will flourish only when UNC channels 
incentives, resources, and tangible rewards to those who exert leadership in this area of endeavor.  

 
To sustain and nurture the optimal student- faculty relationship, Carolina must ensure that the 
intellectual community in which students and faculty live and work is vibrant, stimulating, and 

fully geared to achieving the best of which each one of us is capable. To this end, Carolina must 
be a fully representative and fully inclusive community that provides the tools and the 

opportunities for everyone to make her or his best contribution to the University. A community 
that welcomes difference as a vital ingredient of creative change will thrive in manifold ways.   
 

Because the University community exists to serve not only its students but also the state, nation, 
and the world, this Academic Plan calls on Carolina to encourage and reward the engagement of 

our faculty and students with communities beyond the University. Applauding the progress the 
University has made in the recognition of engaged scholarship, Reach Carolina envisions a 
comprehensive approach to engagement that will recognize, stimulate and reward excellence in 

teaching and research on the part of all members of the campus community.  Recognizing that 
this spirit of engagement impels us to reach out to the world beyond even our national borders, 

we echo the University’s growing articulation of its global responsibilities. The 2011 Academic 
Plan recommends that UNC’s evolution as a global university continue by setting priorities that 
will enable us to maximize strategically selected partnerships abroad while making Carolina a 

global institution where students and faculty come to participate in our educational and scholarly 
enterprise. 

 

In subsequent pages, the six priorities of the Academic Plan are defined, followed by specific 

recommendations for addressing opportunities and challenges.  
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Work as an integrated university to attract, challenge, and inspire students through 

transformative academic experiences. 

 

As a public research university, UNC has a historic commitment to teaching, learning, research, 
and discovery.  To fulfill this educational commitment, the 2011 Academic Plan is predicated on 
the conviction that the University’s future depends on recognizing and maintaining our strongest 

and most sustainable academic foundations.  We therefore propose initiatives that will 
continually re- invigorate the academic experience at Carolina and transform our students’ 

knowledge of the world, preparation for citizenship, and vision of our common future on this 
planet.  
 

Limited resources, which remind us of our responsibilities to be vigilant, trustworthy, and 
effective stewards, should not lead us to undervalue the inherent richness of what Carolina is and 

can be as a community of teaching and learning. At all levels our students are increasingly better 
prepared, more public-spirited, more aware of global issues, and more diverse than ever before. 
The academic experience we offer must strengthen not only the students we attract but enable us 

to attract ever stronger students at all levels.    Research and creative activity – the hallmark of 
our innovativeness and capacity for excellence in the classroom, the lab, and the studio—attracts 

to Carolina an increasingly higher caliber of faculty who inspire each other, as well as our 
students, across disciplines and schools.  Despite attenuated budgets and enrollment increases, 
dedicated, long-term investments in Carolina’s most precious resources, its students and faculty, 

are essential to the ultimate success of the transformative academic experiences envisioned in 
this academic plan.  

 
In light of the challenges and opportunities before us, even as Carolina grows and diversifies as a 
global university, Carolina must retain its sense of common identity and purpose. The 

geographic unity of our campus should be valued and conserved because it is the launch site for 
the community of learning, especially insofar as the undergraduate academic experience is 

concerned. We must work as an integrated university—to instill in students a sense of belonging 
to a diverse commons of learning enriched by diversities of people, classes, research, and 
engagement.  A key to the transformation of student academic experiences at Carolina is our 

willingness to make a University-wide commitment to learning opportunities that bridge 
disciplines, schools, and other traditional boundaries that can become disincentives to creativity 

in curricula, team-teaching, and student engagement and research at all levels.   The 2011 
Academic Plan envisions a UNC that welcomes innovation in collaborative teaching and 
learning, that encourages pedagogical experimentation with new technologies and subjects, and 

that rewards new ways for graduate and professional students to contribute to transformative 
academic experiences for Carolina’s undergraduates 

 
We call on all the University’s schools and departments to work collaboratively in support of the 
following initiatives and recommendations:  
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Recommendations 

 

A. Develop new high-enrollment courses of one to three credits that enable students and 
faculty from various schools and department to focus on major issues and problems of 

our time.  Such courses—team-taught, multidisciplinary, and research-oriented—should 
draw upon existing strengths in teaching, research, and engagement among our fac ulty.  
Because many of our current and prospective students are increasingly motivated by a 

desire to tackle big problems, we believe that these courses will quickly become a 
signature feature of intellectual life at the University, especially if they are developed and 

marketed as a unified program.  Space in such courses should be reserved for first-year 
undergraduates.  Convened by course coordinators and taught by faculty who lead a 
limited number of sessions, these courses can provide comparatively low-cost, life-

changing intellectual experiences that enhance a sense of common purpose and 
intellectual community among students and faculty.  Should these courses succeed in 

joining students and faculty in common purpose, the potential to continue the focus on 
―wicked problems‖ together should be explored.  

 

B.  Guarantee every entering first-year student a seat in a First Year Seminar by 
calling on each school within the University to provide a share of these seminars that is 

proportional to its share of the undergraduate student body.   Guaranteed seminar 
opportunities for first-year students will be a crucial complement to the high-enrollment 
courses described above.  Faculty who lead these seminars should receive appropriate 

recognition and support for their teaching. Outstanding graduate and professional student 
instructors, such as Royster Society Fellows, should be given the opportunity to 

collaborate in creating and teaching First-Year-Seminars.  To bolster the creation of first-
year seminars outside the College, the Provost should provide appropriate course 
development resources.  

 
C. Integrate graduate and professional students more fully into the life of the 

University. Form a Provost- level task force to assess the intellectual climate for graduate 
and professional studies at Carolina.  The task force should consider the opportunities 
that promote and the impediments that detract from stronger and campus engaged 

graduate and professional programs at UNC.  Focus attention on graduate students and 
graduate programs in the next University development campaign to solicit funds for 

recruitment fellowships, dissertation fellowships, research travel, and summer support for 
graduate and professional students. Initiate formal training in research and scholarly 
ethics for all UNC graduate students.  Assess teacher-training programs for graduate and 

professional students across schools and departments to determine best practices and set a 
university-wide standard for graduate and professional student training and evaluation as 

classroom teachers.      
 

D.  Create Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees that can be earned in four or five years 

of combined study.  These dual-degree programs will appeal to high-achieving 
prospective undergraduates, who bring to UNC 30 or more Advanced Placement credits, 

thereby enabling them to start as de facto sophomores rather than first-year students.  
Dual-degree programs that can be satisfied in four years will enable Carolina to augment 
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its graduate enrollments with M.A. students who would not require additional fellowship 
or departmental support in their first year of graduate study.  Students choosing these 

opportunities will benefit from enhanced advising and mentorship from academic 
advisers and faculty members.   

   
E. Develop direct-entry undergraduate-professional school matriculation programs 
that would allow our most capable students a defined path from a bachelor’s degree to the 

MD, DDS, JD, PharmD, MSW, MBA, MPH, or other professional degrees. This program 
would also attract high-achieving prospective students to Carolina, while encouraging 

undergraduate students to pursue challenging programs of study that would yield rewards 
beyond the traditional bachelor’s degree, in particular, new paths into professional study 
and degrees. 

 
F.  Expand support for undergraduate research and engaged scholarship, especially 

in the humanities, social sciences, and the arts .  Enhance funding for graduate students 
who supervise and facilitate such research and scholarship.  Large, multidisciplinary 
lecture courses should engage Graduate Research Consultants (GRCs) from multiple 

areas of the University.  The Office of Undergraduate Research should connect more 
fruitfully with the Public Service Scholars program.  

 
G.  Invest in and expand the Honors Program until it reaches an optimal enrollment  
of 10 percent of the entering first-year class.   Permit high-achieving, academically-

motivated first year students a measure of exemption from General Education 
requirements in exchange for enrollment in comparable honors offerings.   Offer merit 

awards for research and/or study abroad to Honors students. Augment the presence and 
impact of the Honors experience on third- and fourth-year undergraduates by increasing 
the number of classes that qualify for Honors credit and by providing more opportunities 

to build connections with faculty mentors and designated advisers in the Academic 
Advising Program.  Provide incentives for students to undertake a senior Honors Thesis 

or other intensive senior intellectual experiences.  In this way, student- faculty 
partnerships in research will provide support and mentoring for Honors students through 
their entire four-year experience at UNC.   

 
H.  Establish a Provost-level committee of students, faculty, and administrators to 

examine existing academic regulations , with an eye towards eliminating those that 
impede pedagogical innovation or prevent students from pursuing programs of study for 
which they are otherwise qualified.   Studying existing regulations systematically will 

allow the University to eliminate or modify those that have outlived their usefulness and 
to streamline and consolidate those that can be simplified.  The result will be a system 

that enables students and faculty to develop exploratory learning opportunities, rather 
than negotiating regulations that inhibit discovery and learning via new models and 
programs of study.  This committee should be encouraged to examine issues such as the 

sequencing of undergraduate courses, the principles and execution of the current 
Academic Advising model, funding models for in-state vs. out-of-state study abroad 

students, support for an Interdisciplinary Studies major, and the need for increased use of 
Graduate Research Consultants (GRC).  
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Summary  

As Carolina continues to attract more diverse and sophisticated students at all levels, the 

university must dedicate itself to imaginative programs that reward highly-motivated students 
while guaranteeing that each student has a fair and equitable opportunity to learn, grow, and 
discover his or her unique potential.  To this end Carolina should work as one university to 

engage, challenge, and inspire our students with multiple and varied programs of study.   To 
maximize the strengths of the University we must dedicate ourselves to a concerted and 

coordinated effort across schools and disciplines to open doors to academic opportunities that we 
may not have imagined for our students.  Acting as an integrated university, we can make the 
whole of the academic experience at Carolina greater than the sum of its parts.  
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Faculty Prominence, Recruitment, Development, and Scholarship 

 

To maintain and augment the University’s excellence in teaching, research and service to the 
state, nation and world, Carolina must recruit, develop, and support a faculty second to none.  In 

turn, the faculty’s responsibility to our students and, increasingly, beyond the campus, demands a 
commitment to the highest standards of teaching, scholarship, creative work, engagement, and 
service.  Such a commitment will attract not only outstanding students at all levels, but also the 

resources from the  state of North Carolina, external granting agencies, foundations, corporations, 
alumni, and donors that UNC  requires in order to  fulfill its mission as a leading public 

institution.  In partnership with its multiple public and private constituencies and supporters, 
UNC’s faculty will always be the linchpin of the University’s research engine, the driver that 
generates new insights into the past and future and fresh solutions to the real-world problems we 

face today.   
 

Through their teaching and scholarship, our faculty should exemplify Carolina’s ideal of 
intellectual leadership that inspires students in the classroom, clinic or lab, advances the faculty 
member’s discipline, and benefits the citizens of North Carolina. Intellectual leaders of this 

caliber will consider Carolina a career destination because of a vibrant intellectual climate and a 
robust, mutual commitment between the faculty and the University.  Carolina will recruit and 

retain our faculty most successfully by ensuring that all faculty members may pursue new ideas 
in teaching and research in an open, stimulating, collaborative, and intellectually rewarding 
atmosphere. 

  
UNC’s ability to recruit faculty in the academic marketplace has perhaps never been stronger.  

Carolina’s ability to retain its best faculty, those whom it has nurtured and promoted over a 
sustained period of time, is, however, weakening.  Recent trends indicate that Carolina is losing 
more than half of the faculty who receive outside offers despite making counter-offers to retain 

them.  While many factors can affect a decision to leave Carolina for a job elsewhere, raises in 
salary alone often do not cause our colleagues to accept opportunities at other institutions.  

 
Four overarching concerns identified below significantly affect the current morale of faculty and 
their sense of the University’s commitment to the faculty as employees.  The powerlessness that 

faculty feel in seeking redress for these concerns intensifies the need for the University to 
address them.  Reconciling these issues in a timely and meaningful way will enhance faculty 

recruitment and retain faculty already actively engaged in Carolina’s teaching, research and 
service missions. We are acutely aware that the concerns faculty have as employees are shared 
by many others in North Carolina and nationally.   

 
1. Escalating health insurance policy, deductible, and copayment costs .  UNC faculty 

have almost no choice for health insurance and few if any options short of discontinuing 
coverage for reducing the out-of-pocket cost of coverage, deductibles, and copayments. 
The faculty look to the University to engage this issue on behalf of all University 

employees.  We call on the University to work with UNCHCS to develop an innovative 
health care delivery system for faculty and staff that will allow improved access and 

better quality of care at a lower price.  
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2. Insufficient state matching contributions to retirement plans.  Increasing the 
University contribution to retirement plans can be as important as raises in salary for 

recruitment and retention of faculty.  Over the tenure of an employee, these contributions 
accumulate and investment returns compound, constituting a significant source of 

remuneration.  The Appendix provides data confirming that UNC’s matching 
contributions to faculty retirement plans are not competitive with those of our peer 
institutions.  UNC faculty contribute proportionately more to funding their retirement 

than do faculty at the University of Florida, the University of Virginia, and the University 
of Michigan.  UNC pays a smaller percentage of salary into its faculty’s retirement than 

does the University of Virginia, the University of Florida, the University of Washington, 
the University of Michigan, the University of Illinois, the University of Pittsburgh, and 
the University of Texas.   

 
3. Affordable and convenient child care for UNC employees and students is wholly 

inadequate.  Although faculty appreciate the establishment of a UNC childcare facility, 
our sole childcare facility serves 120 children from infant to 5 years of age at a relatively 
high cost ($1295/month for infants).  Peer institutions such as the University of Virginia, 

the University of Michigan, and the University of Wisconsin-Madison offer multiple 
facilities and other more affordable options than those available to UNC employees and 

students. 
 
4. Parking availability and allocation. The size of the University’s campus, the 

expanding footprint of its buildings, and its location within Chapel Hill often make 
parking— just to get to work – a challenge for faculty, staff, and students.  The lack of 

available parking limits the faculty’s accessibility to their work place and, as a result, to 
students who need to consult with them.   Everything faculty do on campus, including 
research as well as teaching, is affected by a persistent lack of parking on or near the 

campus. Although a sliding scale of parking fees has been welcome, parking permits 
remain costly, and some faculty members have questions about the use of those funds and 

the reason for them, as well as the process by which the parking permits are priced and 
allocated.  The University should institute increased transparency and faculty, staff, and 
student participation in developing and implementing parking policies.  

 
In addition to these four concerns, specific recommendations below will help Carolina attract, 

retain, and support exceptional faculty.  A number of these recommendations expand beyond 
faculty support to benefit the entire Carolina community. The Appendix provides background 
information/data regarding a number of these recommendations.  

 
Recommendations 

A. Improve health insurance coverage and provide health insurance benefits for 

domestic partners. Carolina must compete vigorously for the best faculty talent in the 
entire intellectual pool. To recruit and retain the best faculty, the University must provide 

competitive healthcare benefits including health insurance for domestic partners as is the 
case at many private and public universities.  The University should improve health 

insurance policy coverage to reduce faculty and staff policy out of pocket costs for 
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deductibles, copayments, and dependent coverage, and include domestic partners in all 
healthcare benefits offered to faculty.  

 
B. Reinstate the spousal hiring program.  The University should reinstate and sustain a 

flexible, well- funded spousal hiring program.  This resource allows hiring units to 
conduct flexible faculty searches that rapidly identify new talent, and to complete 
negotiations, and formulate offers that involve inclusion of spousal hires, outside as well 

as inside academic settings. Lack of spousal or partner opportunities for employment is a 
major factor in failed recruitment and in failure to retain valued faculty.  Since faculty 

members increasingly have professional spouses and partners, the University should 
make better use of the local resources of colleges, universities, and businesses in the 
Triangle to recruit both partners simultaneously.  

 
C. Develop a tuition waiver or reduction program for UNC-CH faculty and staff 

children.  Many universities offer tuition assistance for the children and dependents of 
their faculty and staff at varying levels.  Some universities fund the entire cost of a 
faculty or staff child’s education, while others offer scaled tuition discounts based on 

length of service, rank, and other considerations.  Currently, children of UNC-CH faculty 
and staff pay the full cost of tuition, room, board, student fees, and all other expenses to 

attend the University regardless of time in service at UNC or North Carolina residency 
status.  The development of a tuition waiver or reduction program for UNC-CH faculty 
and staff will serve to recruit top faculty to UNC, and to recognize, show appreciation of, 

and retain those who have provided their expertise and service to the university.  

 

D. Monitor faculty salaries to ensure that faculty pay is equitable.  Demonstrated by the 
current salary equity review launched by the Provost, UNC has made a serious 
commitment to ensure that faculty members are paid equal amounts for equal work, 

regardless of gender, race and ethnicity.  To ensure that unexpected salary inequities do 
not arise, the University should conduct an annual comprehensive pay equity survey to 

assess equity issues related to gender, race, and ethnicity.  The survey should rely on a 
statistical model that identifies faculty members who are paid substantially less than 
would be expected based on degree year, rank, and other important factors.  

 

E. Enhance childcare services for UNC faculty, staff, and student children.  As 

discussed above, in order to recruit and retain the best faculty, staff, and students at UNC, 
affordable and accessible childcare must be provided for their pre- school-children.  
Currently, UNC has an exceptional Childcare center, but it is often difficult for faculty to 

enroll their children due to limited space and the high costs.  The University should work 
toward expanding the childcare resources at UNC while keeping costs at a competitive 

and affordable level.  
 

F. Increase graduate student tuition remission and funding support.  The success of 

faculty in their teaching and research missions depends to a substantial degree on 
interactions with exceptional graduate students. UNC continually competes with our peer 

institutions to recruit and retain the most outstanding graduate students across numerous 
disciplines.  Likewise, the successful recruitment and retention of top faculty depends 
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upon our ability to maintain our outstanding graduate program.  Given the critical 
importance of graduate students to the University’s teaching and research missions, UNC 

should enhance the amount and number of graduate student stipends through fellowships, 
tuition support, travel awards, and research supplements.   

 

G. Expand and formalize faculty research and study leave programs across schools.  In 
the absence of a sabbatical program applicable to all faculty, the University should 

examine across all schools the programs that enable faculty at all levels to obtain leaves 
for research and/or other justified professional development.  While one leave policy is 

unlikely to be applicable to all schools at UNC, the University should ensure that faculty 
in any school have access to research leaves, awarded on an equitable basis through a 
well-publicized, faculty generated process.  

 

H. Create a competitive award given by the Chancellor to faculty for pioneering, 

imaginative, and creative  projects.  This award would grant a yearlong leave for an 
individual faculty member, along with partial leaves for programs of work that involve a 
team of faculty. The award should prioritize work that addresses the themes set forth in 

the Academic Plan, and should support interdisciplinary, imaginative, and pioneering 
work in research and teaching, including engaged projects that range from local to global.   

 
I. Create a Faculty/Student Mentoring Program.  One-on-one interactions between 

faculty and students can have a profoundly positive influence on student intellectual 

growth, help students better define their educational goals, and help them navigate career 
paths.  We propose the establishment of a voluntary faculty/student mentoring program, 

available as early as the first year for undergraduates, that reaches a broad range of 
students including those with clearly defined career trajectories, as well as those who 
have not yet established their academic major and/or career direction.  Learning from best 

mentoring practices already in place on the campus, Carolina should match students who 
desire this kind of opportunity with suitable faculty, based on initial academic interests, 

although mentors could be changed if career interests shift through this process.  This 
program should complement and expand services provided by Carolina’s Academic 
Advising Program by focusing on guiding students as they recognize, explore, and obtain 

career objectives that are achievable with a Carolina education.   
 

Summary  
The future of Carolina’s teaching and research mission rests primarily in the hands of its faculty. 
While adequate funding is critical to the achievement of many of our goals, whether short-term 

or long-term, addressing quality of professional life and work-place issues in a good-faith 
manner will also demonstrate to the faculty Carolina’s commitment to recruiting and keeping an 

outstanding faculty.   
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Interdisciplinarity in teaching, research, and public engagement 

 

“The significant problems we face cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we 

created them.‖ Albert Einstein  

 

Many of the major challenges and problems of the 21st century require the skills and 
perspectives from multiple disciplines.  The rapid evolution of interdisciplinarity among 

scholars, teachers, and students will be increasingly valuable to those universities that invest in 
innovative cross-disciplinary research, teaching, and service1.  Major research and funding 
agencies likewise solicit and reward interdisciplinary programs and the development of multi-

disciplinary teams2.  UNC must find equitable and feasible methods of identifying, prioritizing, 
and promoting multi-disciplinary scholarship and teaching.  Whether examined individually or 

collectively, interdisciplinary lines of intellectual connectivity do not necessarily correspond to 
existing definitions of disciplines, departments, schools and colleges.  The opportunity to 
research and teach from a collaborative standpoint offers scholars and students alike the chance 

to engage fully in exploring and crossing boundaries in search of new and productive solutions to 
complicated challenges. 

 
Interdisciplinary study and practice arise from intentional trespass into unfamiliar territory as 

well as opportunistic encounters. Although interdisciplinary ventures are often successful when 

they arise spontaneously, UNC should adopt a proactive stance with regard to the most 

promising interdisciplinary undertakings, in different stages of development, spanning our entire 

academic landscape.  We can reach our potential to expand and re-combine scholarship only 

when we identify and mitigate the significant roadblocks and institutional barriers in the current 

structure and management of the university.  

 

Principles and Priorities 

The future of interdisciplinary activities and programs to fulfill the university’s missions in 

research, education and engagement requires that we reach agreement on our priorities, and 
provide the resources to realize them.  Keenly aware of limited resources, the number of nascent 

and the constantly expanding interdisciplinary activities that could be proposed (See Appendix B 
for specific proposals from UNC faculty), we recommend methods of prioritizing and 
implementing proposals. We place a priority on identifying initiatives with broad support that 

involve and benefit existing campus units.  

 

Successful interdisciplinary endeavors on our campus require effective and equitable 
administrative support.  Too often faculty, staff, and students encounter obstacles rather than 

incentives when they try to plan events, create facilities, or initiate programs that unite scholars 
and students from across the University.  The University should identify and eliminate those 

                                                 
1
 ―ArtsEngine;‖ ―Michigan Meetings ;‖ ―Multidisciplinary;‖ ―Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary Studies;‖ ―Task 

Force on the Arts;‖ ―Office of the Vice Provost - Berkeley‖  
2
 NSF, NIH, Cyberinfrastructure 
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obstacles by providing visible, fair, and accessible pathways to new forms of collaborative 
scholarship and work.   The University must make a commitment to promoting interdisciplinary 

faculty endeavors in research, teaching, and engagement, especially as they relate to promotion 
and tenure decisions.  Student advisors should be well acquainted with and help students find 

interdisciplinary opportunities in the curriculum and elsewhere on campus.  These opportunities 
enable our students to discover the resources of Carolina’s outstanding libraries, centers, and 
institutes that unite scholars from many parts of campus.  The University should develop a more 

accommodating response to new degree and certificate programs created in and administered by 
Carolina’s most thriving centers and institutes.  Finally, faculty, staff, and students need the 

physical space where they can collaborate on exciting intellectual enterprises that could benefit 
multiple disciplines and tackle major problems.    

  

Recommendations 

A. Sponsor event-centered activities:  Well-designed events will highlight and facilitate 

interdisciplinary endeavors that promise to lead to instructional and/or research or artistic 

discovery 

a. Annual interdisciplinary conference.  The University should host an annual 

interdisciplinary conference that builds on or contributes to the development of 

path-breaking collaboration, co-funded by administration and a minimum of two 

units on campus.  Centralized funding to promote and underwrite novel cross-

school initiatives should be created to provide seed money or matching funds for 

participating campus units.  

b. Annual speaker series.  A single, outstanding speaker or a series of speakers 

should visit UNC annually to initiate or enhance the development of an 

interdisciplinary theme and to advise an interdisciplinary group of faculty and 

students who are working on that theme.   

c. Creative Campus and Difficult Dialogues Series.  Campus-wide initiatives that 

focus on complex, sometimes controversial issues that require interventions from 

multiple disciplinary perspectives should continue.  Our Creative Campus and 

Difficult Dialogues initiatives of the recent past effectively engaged faculty and 

students in and beyond the classroom.  Discussions of issues such as diversity and 

inclusion on campus, health care reform, violence against women, multiple 

orthodoxies/one community, and energy production and management3 should 

complement interdisciplinary courses, projects, and co-curricular activities that 

engage the campus with surrounding communities.  

d. Summer Reading Program.  While preserving this useful program, the University 

should recognize its value as a potential gateway for interdisciplinary experience 

for first-year students.  When possible, the program should pair discussion leaders 

                                                 
3
 Energy Task Force  
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from different disciplines so that students from the outset of their Carolina 

experience will see how learning is enhanced when multiple disciplinary 

perspectives are brought to bear on a subject.  

 

B. Enhance facilities for interdisciplinary activity.  Academic space and physical 

facilities for interdisciplinary work are insufficient.  The campus-wide shortage of 

flexible teaching, collaborative, and laboratory space results in lower productivity and 

efficiency is a major barrier to entrepreneurial activity.  Exceptions to this trend, such as 

UNC’s Genomic Sciences Building or the University of Michigan Arts Engine 4 provide 

models for alternative thinking about how to adapt space and resources to 

interdisciplinary work.  Reallocation of existing space, as well as increasing the number 

of venues for interdisciplinary and small-group teaching, constitute challenges that are 

likely only to get worse as enrollment increases.  Encouraging faculty and student 

interdisciplinary effort absent a response to the space needed for such efforts will fall 

short of our goals.  

a. Space development and reallocation for long-term projects.  All new campus 

buildings must have teaching and collaborative space that reflects the nature and 

scope of the home unit and that contributes to the overall campus space supply.  

Existing space that is currently under-used must be identified and reallocated or 

made available to other units that can make interdisciplinary use of the space.  

Existing units must receive incentives that will help them upgrade facilities in 

exchange for priority access to interdisciplinary activities.  Academic units should 

be encouraged to combine different, but functionally similar labs and other work 

spaces into more accessible, better equipped and staffed facilities.  

b. Space development and reallocation for short-term projects. The University 

should invest in laboratory and other types of work space that can be allocated for 

project-based activity that will arise in a university open and dedicated to 

innovation. To maximize the potential for new synergy between researchers from 

different campus homes in close proximity, flexible sharable ―pods‖ where space 

can be allocated for the life of a project are needed.  In the absence of new or 

redesigned building(s), the libraries offer untapped potential for short-term work 

space. Space for the incubation of new ideas and methods, such as that provided 

by the Institute for Arts and Humanities, will help to foster major grant proposals, 

high-quality journal articles, policy briefings, and the like. The Innovation Center 

at Carolina North may be partially dedicated to these space needs, for nascent as 

well as established collaborative groups.   

                                                 
4
 ―ArtsEngine‖ 
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C.  Develop strategic programs to support short- and long-term interdisciplinary 

research and teaching.  A number of interdisciplinary curricula and research programs 

have sprung up over the last decade, drawing faculty from multiple departments and 

schools (e.g. Global Studies, Curriculum in Ecology and Environment, Humanities and 

Medicine).  Yet strong disincentives hamper faculty from different departments and 

schools who wish to launch and implement path-breaking curricula.  As a result, the 

collaboration of faculty across schools to support undergraduate and graduate education 

in these programs becomes unnecessarily challenging.  In response Carolina should 

invest in:  

a. Cluster hiring of interdisciplinary faculty. Cluster hiring based on 

interdisciplinary priorities, allowing these hires to hold tenure in one department 

while more than one unit shares their expertise, should be expanded at UNC.  

Memoranda of Understanding between departments engaged in new hires should 

specify their allocation of effort, guidelines for promotion, salary increases, tenure 

standards, and resources for prospective cluster hiring.  The department of 

primary appointment should receive incentives for these recruitments (e.g. 

overhead return, additional teaching assistant funding).  Tenure and promotion 

committees should include representation from interdisciplinary units.  

b. Scholar or Artist in Resident.  A scholar or artist in residence who coordinates 

activities around an interdisciplinary theme would provide expertise and advice, 

perhaps leading to longer-term hiring and investment, on interdisciplinary area 

identified by faculty and students as a key area of inquiry.  The Global Research 

Institute5 has put this scholar- in-residence model to effective use.  The work of an 

artist in residence can provide a focal point for curricular initiatives, arts 

programming, student life activities, and community and campus partnerships.  

 

D. Coordinate collaborative efforts across departments, schools, and disciplines. The 

University needs to develop and then pursue policies on interdisciplinarity that are 

coordinated within and through the Office of the Provost.  All UNC units should be 

apprised of the principles, practices, and guidelines for interdisciplinary initiatives that 

the University subscribes to and supports. Among the practices that these guidelines 

should articulate are: 

a. Co-funding mechanisms.  For each initiative, a co-funding mechanism with cost 

sharing from the Provost and at least two schools or departments should establish 

the costs and benefits that units will incur from participation in joint programs 

and/or facilities. Matching resources can be of various types and amounts.  

                                                 
5
 UNC Global 
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b. Maximizing collaboration and resource sharing with other Universities.  At 

present, UNC participates in several joint programs and projects with Duke, 

North Carolina State, North Carolina Central, and UNC-Greensboro, to mention 

our most proximate partners.  We should explore further shared endeavors, 

particularly when one of the partners has an area of strength that could 

complement a need for another.  Examples include the joint Ph.D. programs at 

UNC and Duke, the Gillings School of Global Public Health at UNC as a unique 

resource for students at other schools, and the biomedical engineering 

partnership between UNC and North Carolina State.  

 

Summary 

UNC provides excellent undergraduate and graduate education and boasts high-quality research 
within the disciplines represented in departments and schools. There is ample evidence of student 

and faculty interest in emerging, dynamic areas of interdisciplinary inquiry that have not always 
been welcomed and fostered within existing administrative hierarchies and funding priorities.  

Without neglecting the real and deserving resource needs of existing units, the University should 
undertake a provost- level coordinated assessment of its interdisciplinary priorities and develop a 
five-year plan for implementing new principles, practices, and goals for harnessing the creativity 

and collaborative energy of the entire campus.    
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Advancing Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion at Carolina 

 

Carolina aspires to be an increasingly inclusive educational institution that attracts, retains, and 
values talented people from all backgrounds, enabling them to contribute to the state of North 

Carolina and beyond as leaders, scholars, and educated citizens. The University must foster and 
maintain a respectful and inclusive campus environment in which all individuals can achieve 
their fullest potential. Our approach to diversity and inclusion on campus must proceed from a 

moral conviction, a social commitment, and an institutional educational priority that recognize 
how much Carolina’s learning environment is enhanced by a wide diversity of students, faculty, 

and staff interacting together.  We should not be satisfied with simply meeting federal or state 
requirements or measuring our success by the number of individuals in particular groups. 
Diversity alone does not ensure community.  Carolina must commit itself to the full integration 

of diverse populations into a welcoming and inclusive campus community.  A world-class 
institution takes intentional steps to promote community by celebrating differences in race, 

ethnicity, economic background, regional differences, disability, religious beliefs, political 
affiliation, gender, gender expression, and sexual orientation. Such a community provides the 
best foundation for cutting-edge research, service, and teaching.  

 
Recommendations 

A. Strengthen communication of our values, expectations, and resources.  To further our 

goals as an institution, our commitment to diversity and inclusion must be highly visible 

and widely communicated throughout the university community and beyond. To this end, 

we recommend the following: 

a. Create and maintain a central diversity website that highlights specific successful 

programs while providing links to diversity resources from the entire campus 

community including the various centers and professional school initiatives. This 

website should be prominently linked from the university’s home page to ensure 

easy access.  

b. Charge department chairs and deans to implement and monitor curricula, 

recruitment and hiring, retention, and intellectual and working climates that 

reflect our principles of equity and inclusion.  

c. Broaden the mandate of the Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs to 

reflect the University’s dedication to more expansive principles of diversity and 

inclusion. The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs should develop new 

relationships with other University offices working on similar issues such as the 

Office of Religious Pluralism and Interfaith Diversity and the LGBTQ Center.  

d. Develop an expanded University diversity and inclusion plan to serve more 

effectively the needs of the broad University community.  The plan should focus 

on creating an equitable community that embraces many types of difference.  

e. Initiate a comprehensive review of harassment and discrimination policies, 

including the student grievance policy. Establish a network of student grievance 

mentors to help resolve conflicts and grievances.  
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B. UNC and the State of North Carolina:  As the core mission of the university is to serve 

the people of the state of North Carolina, UNC must seek to reflect the make-up of the 

state population.  We must redouble our efforts to enroll qualified students and hire 

faculty and staff who reflect the changing demographic of the citizens of the state. To 

reach this goal, we recommend:  

a. All academic and enrichment programs should offer and advertise application fee 

waivers so that no potentially qualified applicant is discouraged from applying 

due to financial constraints.  

b. UNC should establish strategic partnerships with North Carolina high schools 

with substantial Native American, Latino, and African American populations.  

c. UNC should strive for a national reputation as a model campus for  faculty and 

students  with disabilities, providing state of the art resources and accessible 

learning and residential facilities that will accomplish this goal.  

d. A student-exchange scholarship program, similar to the outstanding Robertson 

scholars program with Duke, should exist between UNC and NC Central 

University. This program should focus on particular areas of undergraduate and 

graduate curricula in which both institutions would derive benefit.  

e. UNC should expand the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity and 

establish new benchmarks for recruitment and retention, particularly in the 

sciences. 

 

C. Retention and Graduation: While maintaining Carolina’s high standards, we must 

remove barriers to retention and advancement that many of our students from 

underrepresented groups encounter. Carolina’s campus climate must welcome and 

integrate into our community all students, faculty, and staff who come here to live, work, 

and learn. 

Retention efforts for students: Our goal must be the elimination of ―retention gaps‖ 
between various groups of students. We should work to ensure that all students who are 

admitted can graduate in a timely fashion.  To this end, Carolina should take the 
following steps:  

a. Increase funding for the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling. 

Consolidate and strengthen programs with proven records of promoting academic 

success among students from historically underrepresented groups, including 

students with learning disabilities and graduates of low-performing high schools. 

b. Establish priority registration for undergraduate students who are parents.   

Allowing student parents to register for classes early will provide them maximum 

flexibility in scheduling their classes, which will facilitate their progress toward 

graduation. 
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c. Continue efforts to diversify the curriculum of all academic programs while 

making use of the principles of universal design across campus.  

d. Expand efforts to help students from traditionally underrepresented groups engage 

in study and research abroad.  

e. Examine policies governing continuous enrollment, semester limits, and academic  

eligibility to determine if more options and counseling can be provided for 

students whose circumstances place them at risk for graduation in a timely 

fashion. 

Retention efforts for faculty/staff:  The retention of diverse faculty and staff poses as 
many challenges as does their recruitment. While we face ongoing financial challenges, 
Carolina should deploy a variety of creative strategies to ensure that we have a d iverse 

workplace and community of successful faculty and staff. Promising strategies to uphold 
retention are: 

f. A comprehensive review of policies regarding harassment and discrimination 

should examine not only rules governing the behavior of individuals but also the 

effect of campus climate and the experiences of particular groups of students and 

faculty, neither of which may have been considered in previous campus-wide 

surveys. 

g. Faculty and staff benefits, such as health insurance for dependents, should be 

equitable, regardless of an employee’s gender, ethnicity, or marital status.  

 

Summary 

To ensure that Carolina remains a leading institution of higher education, we must continue our 

efforts to create and maintain a climate where all types of people are valued and allows for free 

exchange of ideas. It is imperative that we educate our students to thrive and succeed in 

increasingly global and diverse communities. We also must appreciate that diversity is about 

much more than race and gender. Excellence cannot be achieved without a truly diverse and 

inclusive community of faculty and staff, as well as students.  
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Enhancing scholarship with real-world applications  

 

The University should be engaged in helping to solve important problems through balanced, 
respectful and mutually beneficial collaborations with communities in the state, region, and 

world.  Both the common good and core academic purposes are enhanced through  an interactive 
blend of discovery, teaching, and action that links Carolina’s intellectual resources with society’s 
issues and problems.  Innovation is the purposeful creation of value for society and encompasses 

civic, social, and commercial actions.  At the heart of innovation, a focus on real-world problems 
draws faculty and students together across disciplines, increasing intellectual integration and 

creativity.   The entire university community can be conceived of as engaged citizen 
entrepreneurs – individuals who recognize opportunity and gather the resources required to 
contribute to making Carolina and the world a better place. 

 
Recommendations 

A. Acknowledge, support, and reward engaged scholarship and activities.  Although 
engaged scholarship and activities take different forms in the various schools, divisions 
and departments of the university, these two definitions should help to inform future 

conversations. Engaged scholarship refers to scholarly efforts to integrate, expand and 
transform intellectual understanding through work with communities and the public to 

share knowledge and create and test workable solutions for practical problems.  Engaged 
activities signify work in the arts, social and natural sciences, and humanities, on and off 
campus that involves, influences, enriches and improves the lives of participants from 

inside and outside of the University community.  
 

a. Include engaged scholarship and engaged activities in tenure and promotion 
criteria for tenure-track and fixed-term faculty.  The recommendations of the 
Task Force on Future Promotion and Tenure Policies and Practices (excerpted in 

the Appendix) should be adopted.  In that report faculty engagement is defined as 
―scholarly, creative or pedagogical activities for the public good, directed toward 

persons and groups outside the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  Such 
activities (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

Engagement serves people in our state, nation, or the wider world through a 
continuum of academically informed activities.‖  The University should adopt an 

explicit policy stating that although engaged scholarship need not be a 
prerequisite for promotion and tenure, excellence in such scholarship will be 
acknowledged and rewarded.  Each academic unit should review and revise its 

tenure and promotion criteria to include engaged scholarship and activities as 
appropriate for their discipline. The Appendix provides a description of toolkits 

that have been used to design appropriate criteria.   
b. Recording Carolina’s engagement.  The Carolina Center for Public Service 

should gather information at regular intervals to determine the nature and extent 

of ongoing engaged scholarship and activities. UNC should take further steps to 
include engaged scholarship and engaged activities in faculty CVs for promotion 

and tenure reviews. Schools and departments should revise their reporting forms 
and evaluations to record engaged scholarship and engaged activities.  The heads 
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of these units should then report annually on significant impacts of engaged 
scholarship projects being conducted under their purview.  To enhance and 

streamline these efforts the University should consider expanding the RAMSES 
system to track engaged scholarship and activities proposals, funding, and 

outcomes. 
c. Involving students in faculty engagement.  Through the Faculty Engaged Scholars 

and the Public Service Scholar programs, UNC should offer competitive grants 

that support faculty who lead engaged projects that involve students in 
experiential learning.  

d. Staff contributions to engagement.  UNC should recognize and support centers, 
institutes and professional staff (EPA non-faculty) who contribute to real-world 
applications of scholarship. (See letter from Whisnant and Bickford in Appendix).  

e. Support students’ engaged scholarship and activities. Undergraduate, graduate, 
and professional students conducting engaged scholarship and activities should 

receive incentives and support.  The University should earmark competitive 
fellowships and awards for graduate students who have an interest in engaged 
scholarship and activities.  Undergraduate students may require more guidance 

and mentoring to effectively engage with communities.  The University should 
provide the necessary financial support including direct costs for pilot data.  

When students desire to conduct engaged scholarship or activities, they should 
have workshops and advisory boards that will help ensure feasibility, competence, 
and sustainability of the students’ projects.  Students should also be encouraged to 

present or publish their process and results.   
f. Engagement in the curriculum. A new minor in public service and engagement 

would provide an academic pathway to learn how to provide valuable and 
respectful assistance to communities.  Outside of this minor the University should 
provide more support for classes across the curriculum that have an engaged, 

innovative, or entrepreneurial focus or component.   
g. Publicize engaged scholarship within and beyond campus.  The University 

Gazette and the University’s website should feature stories and profiles about 
engaged scholarship and activities in designated features and boxes in both media.  
A journalist should be commissioned to write press releases and make media 

contacts regarding Carolina’s engaged activities and engaged scholarship.   
h. Carolina Challenge: Solving Real World Problems.  The Carolina Challenge is 

one of the University’s most exciting ways to reward innovative endeavors.  
Similar to the Dell Social Innovation Competition, the Carolina Challenge: 
Solving Real World Problems would provide funding for ideas, pilot projects, and 

scale-up that address big societal problems.  The University should then require 
the funded projects to report back and be accountable for their results.   
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B. Provide adequate infrastructure for engaged scholarship and activities.  

 

a. Carolina Center for Public Service. Expand and rebrand the Center for Public 

Service to promote and support the innovative and engaged scholarship and 

activities of faculty, staff and students.  

b. Engagement Council. The Chancellor and the Provost should create a campus-

wide ―engagement council‖ that would set general guidelines for data collection, 

assist in promoting and supporting engaged scholarship and activities, and report 

Carolina’s progress to the Provost and Chancellor on a regular basis. As part of 

the planning of the initiative, the council should develop a process for 

coordinating engagement initiatives and for assuring that interactions with 

communities will be appropriate, above and beyond routine IRB approval.  

c. Community-Campus Partnership.  The Community-Campus Partnership, 

managed in the School of Government, provides an established means of 

engaging with communities in North Carolina.  The University should expand its 

support for and commitment to this endeavor.  

d. Student Innovation Commons.  The Division of Student Affairs has begun the 

development of a Student Innovation Commons on the ground floor of the 

Carolina Union.  We support this endeavor to provide an incubator for faculty, 

students, and staff to create and implement innovative engaged projects in the 

arts, humanities, and sciences.   

e. Campus Y.  The Campus Y has been the center of social justice and social 

entrepreneurship on campus for 150 years.  The University should support the 

expansion of its social entrepreneurship mission.  

f. The Innovation Circle and the Academic Plan.  The Innovation Circle and its 

Strategic Roadmap for Innovation at Carolina have provided guidance for the 

University’s efforts in innovation and entrepreneurship.  The Roadmap and the 

Academic Plan should identify possible areas of collaboration and points of 

difference to ensure the success of both sets of proposals.   
g. Hiring priority should be given to faculty who bridge academic units.  

 

C. Idea Fair. Focus on common themes for engagement and innovation across the 

university by convening an ―Idea Fair‖ for the campus community to examine and vote 

on three themes as the focus of engagement efforts for five years.  The criteria should 

include a focus on the world’s most important problems, partnerships with institutions 

and communities in the state, nation, and world, metrics for evaluation, and plans for 

dissemination. 
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Expand Carolina’s Global Presence in Research, Service, and Teaching  

 

To join those global universities renowned for their educational, research, and service activities 
both within the U.S. and abroad, UNC must explore new ways to expand its research, service, 

undergraduate teaching, and graduate training capacities in global programs. Respecting our 
national and regional identities, Carolina’s strategic planning should promote meaningful 
collaborative links to other universities and countries around the world. The 2009 report of the 

Global Leadership Circle task force posits a guiding principle for UNC’s ongoing globalization: 
―UNC should focus on a small number of strategic priorities where it can successfully 

distinguish itself from its US and international peers.‖ 
 
The success of international programs at Carolina depends on the development of a set of 

priorities derived from recognizable strengths and available resources, on which to build a 
University-wide consensus on international programmatic strategies and curricular objectives.  

Programs with established traditions of excellence and long-term strategic value to the 
University in the 21st century should be designated as ―programs of distinction,‖ foundational to 
Carolina’s future global reputation.   Identifying programs of distinction requires thoughtful 

assessment of the faculty and staff assets of current programs, their successes in graduate student 
training and undergraduate education, their track records in research, scholarship, and securing 

grant funding, and other ways of measuring not only past achievement but likely continued 
productivity and value to Carolina’s future international profile.   
 

Successful international initiatives at Carolina require the recruitment and retention of an 
excellent faculty as well as the development and maintenance of an institutional infrastructure 

designed to suit UNC’s global enterprise.  This infrastructure should provide for advanced as 
well as basic training in languages and cultures of other countries, especially in areas designated 
as ―programs of distinction.‖ To encourage and support international faculty and students, 

Carolina’s global infrastructure must fund the expansion of a campus-wide English as a Second 
Language Program (ESL) to assure the successful integration of foreign students and faculty into 

UNC’s campus community.  
 
UNC’s international infrastructure should provide increased resources for research, graduate-

training support, and library collection development, particularly in key disciplines and in 
databases, research, and scholarship devoted to regions of the world strategic to Carolina.  The 

reach of our international infrastructure should embrace not only research but also creative 
expression, including the performing and fine arts and museum collections.  
 

The expansion of global initiatives should proceed along two complementary fronts:   
 

1. Project Carolina’s presence abroad through study abroad programs, graduate training, 
faculty research and service projects, and multiple overseas collaborative undertakings 
through which to engage students, staff, administrators, and faculty in the development of 

programs of shared interests and mutual benefits.   
 

2. Expand the representation of international faculty and students at Carolina, including 
visiting and/or exchange faculty and scholars. This expanded presence will contribute to 
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diversity among students and faculty at Carolina. Providing more scholarship and 
financial aid opportunities to secondary students abroad will attract increasing numbers 

of highly qualified foreign students to UNC. 
  

Moving forward in a coordinated fashion on both fronts will stimulate a wider range of scholarly 
exchange both in Chapel Hill and around the world, while enhancing opportunities for student 
interaction, engagement with faculty in ongoing research, and training.  The relationships 

fostered by these efforts will yield short- and long-term collaborations that will augment 
Carolina’s profile as a major international university and increase awareness of the world at large 

within the Carolina community.  
 
Recommendations 

 

A. Identify Programs of Distinction. 

 

As it plans for the establishment of international programs of distinction, Carolina should assess 
strategic global partnerships currently in place, to determine where UNC has successfully 

distinguished itself and where UNC’s global priorities may indicate that additional initiatives are 
warranted.  Global institutional partnerships that currently represent significant strategic 

investment and value to UNC’s faculty and students include:  
King’s College London 

  National University of Singapore 

  Tsinghua University and Peking University China 
  University of Havana 

  University of San Francisco de Quito/Galápagos Initiative  
  Ministry of Health/Malawi Global Health and Infectious Diseases Program 
 

The designation of ―program of distinction‖ should involve a process of thoughtful review of 
existing global partnerships and consideration of possible new ones in a context in which the 

interests of the University, including short-term benefits and long-term prospects of collaboration, 
are considered according to an established set of criteria.  Such a designation, once made, should 
incur a substantive commitment of resources by the University.  Identifying international 

programs of distinction at UNC should not preclude the initiation and development of strategic 
partnerships with appropriate counterpart institutions in countries such as Brazil, Brunei, 

Germany, and India.     
 

B. Institute regular UNC Global Assessment Report.  

 
The Associate Provost for UNC Global should prepare a periodic report to the Provost designed 

to provide a broad overview of the faculty, researchers, administrators, and staff engaged in 
international research, teaching, and service. The purpose of this report is to measure the depth 
and breadth of the intellectual and material resources in global studies at the University, 

including the College of Arts and Sciences, the professional schools, institutes and centers, 
libraries, the Office of Study Abroad, and the Ackland Museum.  The report should cover 

activities ranging from and traditional research projects in the sciences, social sciences, and 
humanities to service commitments, technology consultations, for-profit and non-profit 
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initiatives, and faculty teaching appointments abroad.  This report should utilize a set of 
benchmarks and metrics to allow UNC to be compared with peer universities.  The report should 

be deployed not only for internal assessment but as a basis for public relations, fund-raising, and 
other development activities. Based on the data gathered for this report to the Provost, the 

Associate Provost for UNC Global should develop a coherent framework by which knowledge of 
shared interests and common endeavors may be disseminated across and beyond the campus on a 
continuing basis and in a variety of ways.   

 
C. Create web-based UNC Global directory. 

 
The Associate Provost for UNC Global should develop a usable and readily accessible web-
based directory that: 

 
1. Identifies programs, centers, and institutes that have as their mission the development 

and support of international initiatives.  
2. Lists faculty, staff, and administrators, with their principal areas of research and 

scholarship.   

 
This directory should be developed in collaboration with the area study programs and centers 

(See Appendix).   
 
In addition to providing a directory of units and human resources in UNC Global, this web site 

should contain a statement of Carolina’s global mission, descriptions of the University’s global 
priorities and initiatives, and information on UNC’s rankings relative to other peers in various 

areas of international endeavor.  The web site should help the public at large, as well as 
collaborators, potential collaborators, and our peer institutions understand UNC’s commitments 
and aspirations around the globe.  The web site should serve as a vehicle to enhance a pan-

university awareness of UNC Global and to foster a sense of common purpose.  Development of 
a Travel Database, publicizing the work of the International Affairs Advisory Council, and 

implementation of a campus-wide code of student global values should also be part of UNC’s 
agenda as it focuses and enhances its global programs.  

 

D. Coordinate international student services  

 

To promote and support a growing cohort of international graduate students, UNC should 
centralize services designed to meet the needs of foreign students studying at Carolina.  Services 
should include assessment of oral proficiency and teaching competency, along with associated 

remediation resources.  More efficient and effective use of funding currently scattered across 
various campus units would improve academic programming, social and cultural integration, and 

aid with logistical issues such as visas and taxes.  Such a service center should also advise 
Carolina graduate students planning to pursue opportunities abroad.   
 

 
Summary 

Carolina is committed to the advancement of its global mission through research, promotion of 
curriculum, and the development of innovative institutional initiatives consistent with its 
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tradition of academic excellence and its priorities with strategic global partners.  In discharge of 
its mission as a public university, Carolina is dedicated to sharing the value and benefits of its 

global initiatives with UNC students and faculty, local and state government agencies, private 
sector organizations, and the citizens of the state of North Carolina and the nation so that we may 

help shape enlightened public policy and prepare the University’s diverse constituencies to 
engage the world at large.  
 

 


